TIO EASY CHAIR SEAT PAD
Tio Easy Chair Seat Pad

Fabric Supplier

Specifications
Width: 450 mm

Depth: 490 mm

Information

Product image may differ from your
selection.

Year: 2009

Description
A seat pad available in plenty of fabrics to accompany
the popular Tio Easy Chairs.

Instructions
For cleaning of the fabric/leather, see instructions
related to the specific fabric/leather in use.

Instructions for Fabric
Some textiles can be washed. Preferably inside out.
Depending on the product, please maintain a
wool/hand wash program at 40°C. Make sure you
spindry the textile with low speed (800 rpm). This way
your textile will stay in good shape. However, please
note that the colour and look can get slightly fuzzy. The
textile should be dried flat to avoid losing its form. Do
not tumble dry. Let the textile dry very carefully,
especially the thick, padded textiles, as the filling can
stay moist. Be aware of the fact that the textile can
shrink slightly after washing. However the stretch
feature compensates any shrinkage which may occur.
For special upholstery we recommend dry clean only.
When stains occur, act as quickly as possible to keep
your textile beautiful. Remove liquid stains by carefully
dabbing with a clean cloth, preferably white. Do not
rub. When rubbing too hard you can damage the textile
and the colour may fade.
Most stains can be treated with soapy lukewarm water.
Never use hot water as heat will set stains. We
recommend using a PH neutral detergent. Rub the stain
gently with a clean cloth and afterwards dab the textile
dry with a dry cloth to absorb moisture and soil. Should
a stain still occur we recommend you to use other
detergents. But always test this on a discrete area of
the textile first. Please note these are only
recommendations. We can never guarantee complete
stain removal. We always recommend contacting a
professional cleaning company for additional advice
regarding your stain. For more information see our
website.

